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     "In making a speech, Mr. Lincoln was the plainest man I ever heard. He was not a 
speaker but a talker. He talked to jurors and to political gatherings plain, sensible, candid 
talk, almost as in conversation, no effort whatever in oratory. But his talking had 
wonderful effects. Honesty, candor, fairness, everything that was convincing, were in his 
manner and expressions." -- John Hill, quoted by Ida M. Tarbell in The Life of Abraham 
Lincoln 
 
     "What thrilled the people who stood before Abraham Lincoln. . . was the sight of a 
being who, in all his actions and habits, resembled themselves, gentle as he was strong, 
fearless as he was honest, who towered above them all in that psychic radiance that 
penetrates in some mysterious way every fiber of the hearer's consciousness." --Francis 
Grierson, The Valley of Shadows (recalling Abraham Lincoln at the Alton debate, the day 
before his speech in Lincoln, Illinois) 
 

Introduction 
 
     Robert E. Sherwood's Pulitzer Prize-winning play, Abe Lincoln in Illinois (1937), was 
published as a book, which includes a report to identify the sources he used and to 
provide historical and biographical background for the characters, plot, and theme. 
Likewise, I provide explanations for the research process, sources, and composition of 
this play, Mr. Lincoln Rallies Logan County, Illinois, in His First Namesake Town on 
October 16, 1858. This play was written specifically for pageant-like street theater but 
could be adapted for the stage. 
 
     This document begins with the report section, which has several objectives. First, it 
explains the main challenges of creating this drama. Second, it describes the research 
process that identified the sources gathered, analyzed, and adapted as the basis for 
developing the complete script. Third, the report explains the content of the play, with 
comments on the setting, cast, and action, including Mr. Lincoln's speech. The play script 
follows the report section (pp. 20--32). 
 
     In attempting to achieve an educational and entertaining play, I created a dramatic 
structure featuring exchanges between the main speakers and three political partisans as 
well as specified responses from small groups of Republicans and Democrats. This play 
attempts to be educational: the speakers make ample references to local, state, and 
national history; and the figure of Mr. Lincoln expresses the key ideas he used to oppose 
slavery and his rival for the U.S. Senate, Stephen A. Douglas. This play attempts to be 
entertaining: it includes a generous amount of the kind of humor that was characteristic of 
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19th-century political rallies in general and Mr. Lincoln's stump speeches in particular. 
The ultimate purpose of this play, whether it is experienced as a production or read, is to 
inspire more interest in the life, times, and legacy of Abraham Lincoln--especially as 
relating to Illinois--and the American political tradition. 
 
The Process of Creating "Mr. Lincoln Rallies Logan County, Illinois, 1858" 

 
The Challenges 
 
     The first challenge in writing this play arose with the complex nature of its audience: 
how to address both the imaginary, historical audience and the real, present-day audience. 
In the characters' speeches and dialogue, I have attempted to include information that 
would provide the present-day audience with background necessary to understand 
historical events, but keep this information concise enough that it would also be 
appropriate for the original audience. I have included crowd behavior that should 
entertain the present-day audience and yet maintain faithfulness to the accounts of crowd 
behavior during the Lincoln-Douglas debates and Abraham Lincoln's stump speeches just 
before, during, and after those debates. 
 
     Of course, the greatest challenge in writing this script has been the creation of Mr. 
Lincoln's speech in a dramatic context. The main problem here is that no copy of this 
speech and no detailed account of audience reactions have ever been found. I have relied 
on the Internet and traditional library research to gather as many relevant sources as 
possible, as explained in the next section. Later in this discussion, I explain what content 
I decided to include in that speech and why, and how I ordered the content of the speech. 
 
The Research      
 
      A priority of my research has been to locate primary sources for the rally-speech. 
Primary sources are ones that date to the time of a given event and are based on 
eyewitness accounts.  
 
     Early in the research process (November, 2007) as I prepared proposals to erect an 
historical marker for the rally-speech and to re-enact this event, I searched The Lincoln 
Log: A Daily Chronology of the Life of Abraham Lincoln for 1858 using the key phrase 
"political speech." The Lincoln Log is the most authoritative record of all of Mr. Lincoln's 
known day-by-day activities (http://www.thelincolnlog.org/view).  
 
     The only source that The Lincoln Log cited for Mr. Lincoln's first namesake town 
political rally and speech of October 16, 1858, was the October 18th edition of the Illinois 
State Journal. In December of 2007 while at the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, I 
used microfilm copies of the Bloomington, Illinois, Daily Pantagraph and discovered a 
notice for the rally-speech on the day it was scheduled (October 16, 1858). I also 
discovered a brief account of that speech in the Pantagraph's edition of October 18th. I 
found another account of the rally-speech in the Chicago Press & Tribune's edition of 
October 21st. Additionally, in the Pantagraph (September 8, 1858), I found a satirical 
account of Douglas's circus-tent speech in Lincoln, Illinois (September 4, 1858) that had 

http://www.thelincolnlog.org/view
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been published in the Chicago Press & Tribune. The re-enactment play script uses 
information from all of these newspaper accounts. 
 
     (After I found the Tribune and Pantagraph articles, I notified Dr. Daniel W. Stowell, 
editor and director of The Lincoln Log project, so that those sources could be considered 
for addition to the documentation of Mr. Lincoln's 1858 speech in Lincoln, Illinois. Dr. 
Stowell then emailed me to say that these sources would be added to The Lincoln Log.) 
 
     The newspaper accounts of the rally-speech are the essential, primary sources that 
reveal the details of the setting and action: the arrival of Mr. Lincoln at the train depot at 
midday and the procession of the participants to the front lawn of the Logan County 
Courthouse. These accounts also mention the cannon blast that greeted Mr. Lincoln and 
describe the rally participants: the brass band, the delegations from various towns in 
Logan County, and the 32 young women dressed in white representing the states in the 
Union in 1858. 
 
     In addition to the preceding information, I wanted to know the names of the other 
communities where Mr. Lincoln's rallies were held. Knowing those locations, in turn, 
would lead me to other sources so I could learn about the nature of these rallies and 
speeches. I needed to gather as much information as possible to help me create a 
convincing version of the speech that Mr. Lincoln delivered and the kind of audience 
behavior whose portrayal in the play would be informative and entertaining. 
 
     A reading of all entries in The Lincoln Log for 1858 reveals Mr. Lincoln's activity for 
60 dates that year (from February 3 to December 11), and an analysis of these entries 
shows that Mr. Lincoln delivered 48 speeches in Illinois in 1858 (he claimed more than 
60). Most of them were given in central Illinois communities ranging from Oquawka 
west (on the Mississippi River) to Danville on the eastern side of the state. The central 
Illinois communities were most important for Lincoln to speak in because they included 
the Whig and Democrat constituencies, whose votes were most in contention--much 
needed by Lincoln and the other Republicans for victory. 
 
     After I discovered the towns where Mr. Lincoln spoke in 1858, I searched for 
information about those speeches in the online version of The Collected Works of 
Abraham Lincoln offered by the Abraham Lincoln Association: 
 

In 1953, the Abraham Lincoln Association published The Collected Works of 
Abraham Lincoln, a multi-volume set of Lincoln's correspondence, speeches, 
and other writings. Roy P. Basler and his editorial staff, with the continued 
support of the association, spent five years transcribing and annotating 
Lincoln's papers. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln represented the 
first major scholarly effort to collect and publish the complete writings of 
Abraham Lincoln, and the edition has remained an invaluable resource to 
Lincoln scholars. Through the efforts of the Abraham Lincoln Association, the 
edition is now available in electronic form 
(http://quod.lib.umich.edu/l/lincoln/). 

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/l/lincoln/
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     I searched The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln using Boolean searches that 
combined "speeches" + "1858" + "the name of a particular community" where Lincoln 
allegedly spoke according to my search of The Lincoln Log. Of the 48 communities 
where Lincoln spoke, there were 25 records in The Collected Works. In other words, The 
Collected Works has records for 52% of the communities where Mr. Lincoln allegedly 
spoke in 1858. As expected, no record in The Collected Works was found for Mr. 
Lincoln's namesake town speech of October 16, 1858; and no records were found for his 
speeches in such other communities as El Paso (August 28), Mt. Sterling (October 19), 
Dallas City (October 23), Peoria (October 28), Mattoon (September 7), and Decatur 
(November 1). 
 
     Next, I analyzed the 25 records, which are based on newspaper accounts. A few of 
these accounts feature allegedly complete texts of speeches, for example, the ones at 
Springfield on June 16 (House Divided Speech), at Springfield on June 26, and at 
Chicago on July 10. A few other records present lengthy quotations from some of the 
other speeches, for example, the speeches at Clinton on July 27, Beardstown on August 
12, Lewistown on August 17, and Edwardsville on September 11; but most of these 
records are newspaper stories that summarize what Lincoln said. Records of The 
Collected Works occasionally describe such audience behavior as applause and laughter. 
 
     The records in The Collected Works indicate that the most common subject that Mr. 
Lincoln discussed in his stump speeches of 1858 was slavery, just as it was in the 
Lincoln-Douglas debates. The records reveal that a key question Mr. Lincoln often 
addressed was "What is all this fuss that is being made about Negroes?" His speeches 
also addressed the question of "What is the difference between the Democratic and 
Republican parties on the leading issues of this campaign?" In several speeches, Mr. 
Lincoln specifically addresses the "old line Whigs" in the audience, and says that he, not 
Stephen A. Douglas, is the true disciple of Henry Clay, the moderate, anti-slavery 
statesman. Most likely, there were curious Democrats in the audiences. I decided the 
speech I would write for Mr. Lincoln should address the common interest of all of these 
political groups, as explained later. 
 
     Mr. Lincoln's focus on slavery in his 1858 political speeches typically led him to 
discuss popular sovereignty and the Dred Scott decision. Lincoln explained the 
implications of these subjects for the spread of slavery as the principal threat to the 
Union. His speeches also emphasized the differences between his views on slavery and 
those of his rival, Stephen A. Douglas.  
 
      In order to learn more about Mr. Lincoln's arguments against slavery, I looked at 
several biographies of Abraham Lincoln and at some other books and articles on Lincoln 
that specifically discuss the Lincoln-Douglas debates. I also studied Lincoln's speeches in 
the Lincoln-Douglas debates. Of several editions of the debates, I used Harold Holzer's 
The Lincoln-Douglas Debates, widely recognized as offering the most accurate versions 
of the speeches and audience behavior. For the first time in American political history, 
during the debates the new skill of shorthand allowed newspaper reporters to try to record 
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every word. Reporters from the pro-Democratic Chicago Times and the pro-Republican 
Chicago Press & Tribune covered all of the debates. 
 
     The papers tended to provide favorable editing for the speeches of the men they 
supported and leave the text alone for the opposing speaker. The favorable editing 
involved polishing language to make it more fluent and grammatically correct. Editions 
of the speeches prior to Holzer's book published the edited, somewhat embellished 
versions. Holzer's edition has the pro-Democratic Times' version of Lincoln's speeches 
and the pro-Republican Press & Tribune's version of Douglas's speeches. Thus, Holzer's 
edition is considered the most authentic, and his edition includes descriptions of audience 
behavior that previous editions omitted. 
 
     The main difference between these Senate candidates was that Mr. Lincoln believed 
slavery was a moral problem, while Douglas did not. Lincoln said the founding fathers 
did not intend for slavery to spread. Lincoln believed the founding fathers expected that 
individual states would eventually decide to eliminate slavery: what Lincoln repeatedly 
called "ultimate extinction." According to historian Donald E. Fehrenbacker, Lincoln 
expected that the elimination of slavery in the South might take a hundred years, "but the 
Northern conscience would be satisfied without invading Southern constitutional rights, 
and the Union would be safe" (Prelude to Greatness, p. 77). 
 
     Lincoln argued that the promises of the Declaration of Independence applied to all 
people in the United States, including Negroes. He contended that Negroes were human 
beings, not property. Thus, they were entitled to the "natural rights" of "life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness." In other ways, Negroes were not the equal of whites. Mr. 
Lincoln pointed out that Stephen Douglas refused to consider slavery as a moral problem, 
did not view Negroes as human as whites, and thus believed the promises of the 
Declaration of Independence applied only to whites.  
 
     Just as Lincoln and Douglas differed on their views of slavery and its significance in 
the political process, they differed in their speaking styles. Lincoln's manner of public 
speaking is described by eyewitnesses, and this information would be of use to the actor 
portraying him in a dramatic re-enactment of the October 16th speech. I offer the 
following descriptions of Lincoln's speaking style, gestures, other mannerisms, and 
dialect as reference material for the actor who would play Mr. Lincoln in the rally-speech 
re-enactment. I will not include very many specific instructions for these behaviors in the 
play script, leaving room for the actor to improvise as he wishes.   
 
     One of the most detailed descriptions of Lincoln speaking was written by his 
Springfield junior law partner, William Herndon. This passage is somewhat long but very 
revealing: 
 

When he began speaking, his voice was shrill, piping, and unpleasant. His 
manner, his attitude, his dark, yellow face, wrinkled and dry, his oddity of 
pose, his diffident movements--everything seemed to be against him, but only 
for a short time. After having arisen, he generally placed his hands behind him, 
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the back of his left hand in the palm of his right, the thumb and fingers of his 
right hand clasped around the left arm at the wrist. For a few moments he 
played the combination of awkwardness, sensitiveness, and diffidence.  
 
As he proceeded he became somewhat animated, and to keep in harmony with 
his growing warmth, his hands relaxed their grasp and fell to his side. Presently 
he clasped them in front of him, interlocking his fingers, one thumb meanwhile 
chasing another. His speech now requiring more emphatic utterance, his 
fingers unlocked and his hands fell apart. His left arm was thrown behind, the 
back of his hand resting against his body, his right hand seeking his side. By 
this time he had gained sufficient composure, and his real speech began. He 
did not gesticulate as much with his hands as with his head. He used the latter 
frequently, throwing it with vim this way and that. This movement was a 
significant one when he sought to enforce his statement. It sometimes came 
with a quick jerk, as if throwing off electric sparks into combustible material. 
He never sawed the air nor rent space into tatters and rags as some orators do. 
He never acted for stage effect. He was cool, considerate, reflective--in time 
self-possessed and self-reliant. His style was clear, terse, and compact. . . . 
There was a world of meaning and emphasis in the long, bony finger of his 
right hand as he dotted the ideas on the minds of his hearers.  
 
Sometimes, to express joy or pleasure, he would raise both hands at an angle of 
about fifty degrees, the palms upward, as if desirous of embracing the spirit of 
that which he loved. If the sentiment was one of detestation--denunciation of 
slavery, for example--both arms, thrown upward and fists clenched, swept 
through the air, and he expressed an execration that was truly sublime. This 
was one of his most effective gestures, and signified most vividly a fixed 
determination to drag down the object of his hatred and trample it in the dust. 
He always stood squarely on his feet, toe even with toe; that is, he never put 
one foot before the other. He neither touched nor leaned on anything for 
support. He made but few changes in his positions and attitudes. He never 
ranted, never walked backward and forward on the platform. To ease his arms 
he frequently caught hold, with his left hand, of the lapel of his coat, keeping 
his thumb upright and leaving his right hand free to gesticulate.  
 
The designer of the monument recently erected in Chicago has happily caught 
him in just this attitude. As he proceeded with his speech, the exercise of his 
vocal organs altered somewhat the tone of his voice. It lost in a measure its 
former acute shrilling pitch, and mellowed into a more harmonious and 
pleasant sound. His form expanded, and, notwithstanding the sunken breast, he 
rose up a splendid and imposing figure. In his defence of the Declaration of 
Independence--his greatest inspiration--he was tremendous in the directness of 
his utterances; he rose to impassioned eloquence, unsurpassed by Patrick 
Henry. . . . His little gray eyes flashed in a face aglow with the fire of his 
profound thoughts; and his uneasy movements and diffident manner sunk 
themselves beneath the wave of righteous indignation that came sweeping over 
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him. Such was Lincoln the orator" (Herndon, Herndon's Lincoln, pp. 248--
249). 
 

     In Lincoln and Douglas, Allen C. Guelzo draws upon other sources to describe Mr. 
Lincoln's distinct speaking style and mannerisms. Guelzo quotes George Beatty, an 
eyewitness of the Ottawa debate: 
 

He [Lincoln] elongated himself to his full height and delivered himself 
awkwardly, it is true, but with the greatest animation and with one single 
gesture delivered with his right forefinger. . . in fact that forefinger seemed to 
be continually scratching away out in front of the speaker. If I recall rightly, he 
wore one of those old-fashioned satin stocks or chokers, and it was warm and 
evidently impeded full use of his organs of speech, for he pulled it off and 
threw it down. A few moments later, with nervous impatience he pulled off his 
shirt collar, tearing loose the buttons and throwing it to the winds, and 
continued his speech minus both necktie and collar; and the old farmers 
cheered and howled (p. 100). 

 
     Guelzo quotes William Pitt Kellogg: "as he [Lincoln] reached some climax in this 
arguments, he moved to the front of the platform. . . and with a peculiar gesture hurled 
the point, so to speak, at his audience. . . and then walked slowly backward and resumed 
his speech" (p. 101).  
 
     Holzer quotes Carl Schurz's description of Lincoln speaking: "his voice was 
exceedingly penetrating. . . . Its tone was not positively disagreeable. . . . He would, to 
give particular emphasis to a point, bend his knees and body with a sudden downward 
jerk, and then shoot up again with a vehemence. . . , making him seem even taller than he 
was" (The Lincoln-Douglas Debates, p. 280). 
 
     Lincoln's pronunciation reflected the dialect he acquired during his formative years in 
Kentucky and southern Indiana. Thus, to educated listeners, Lincoln's spoken English had 
a "frontier twang." For example, Lincoln pronounced "Mr. Chairman" as "Meester 
Cheerman" (Borit, The Historian's Lincoln, p. 19; Holzer, Lincoln at Cooper Union, p. 
111). Professor Borit speculates that some of Lincoln's pronunciation may have been for 
calculated effect: "he [Lincoln] deliberately adapted his style to the homespun oratory his 
people expected" (The Historian's Lincoln, p. 19). In the play script, I have quoted 
Lincoln, but I specify very little of his pronunciation. The actor who portrays MR. 
LINCOLN is free to improvise and adapt pronunciation (or not) based on the information 
provided here. 
 
     As quoted above, Herndon refers to a public statue in Chicago that captured Mr. 
Lincoln's stance as an orator: "the designer of the monument recently erected in Chicago 
has happily caught him in just this attitude. . ." (p. 249). Herndon's Lincoln was published 
in 1889, and the statue he refers to is named The Standing Lincoln, a work by the famous 
sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens. This statue is located in Lincoln Park and was 
dedicated October 22, 1887 (Carl Volkman, "The Standing Lincoln" in Illinois Heritage, 
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Nov./Dec., 2006, p. 9). Volkman notes that Saint-Gaudens "was the first sculptor to use 
the life mask of Lincoln and the casts of his hands made by Leonard Volk before Lincoln 
became president" (p. 9).  
 
     The use of Volk's casts has special significance for Lincoln, Illinois, because Volk 
said he first met Abraham Lincoln in July of 1858 outside the Lincoln House hotel in 
Lincoln, Illinois, and obtained Lincoln's agreement to pose for the casts at a later time 
(Volk, "The Lincoln Life Mask and How It Was Made," Century Magazine, 1881). These 
facts are even more interesting because the Saint-Gaudens statue of Abraham Lincoln 
served as the model for the body of the Lincoln statue in the present-day Logan County 
Courthouse on the first floor of the rotunda (Gleason, Lincoln: A Pictorial History, p. 15).  
 

 
 

Logan County Courthouse Replica of Saint-Gaudens' The Standing Lincoln 
Photo courtesy of the author's wife, Pat Hartman 

      
     Douglas's speaking style greatly contrasted to that of Lincoln's. Guelzo provides an 
incisive description: 
 

Douglas, by contrast, was a hurricane of passion. One observer at the Alton 
debate in 1858 thought he spoke "in a very blustering manner, and so to speak, 
'frothed at the mouth' when he became excited." When Douglas first arrived in 
Congress, John Quincy Adams irritably described him as "ranting out his hour 
in abusive invective, his face convoluted, his gesticulation frantic," and Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, watching Douglas in action in the Senate in 1856, described 
him as charging into floor debate "horse and foot." He had a "quick, jerky, 
fiery way" and would emphasize his points "by shaking his head and seeming 
to dart forward . . . like the spring of a panther" and . . . paced "the platform to 
and fro. . ." (Lincoln and Douglas, p. 101).  
 

     In the play script I use the historical record of Douglas's speaking style as the basis for 
the REPUBLICAN SPECTATOR's joke about it. 
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     During his stump speeches, Abraham Lincoln encountered a variety of crowd 
activities and behaviors from hostility to friendly hospitality. The account in The Lincoln 
Log of Mr. Lincoln's speech in Rushville of October 20th, just four days after his 
namesake town speech, describes what was perhaps the most trying of distractions and 
disruptions for Mr. Lincoln during his stump speech experiences of that year:  
 

Lincoln begins speaking at two in the afternoon to an audience of between 
2,000 and 3,000, "among whom was a large number of ladies." Lincoln states 
his views on slavery, and he defends his House Divided Speech against 
Stephen A. Douglas's criticism. A couple of "disturbances" slightly mar 
Lincoln's speech. Some suspect that the Democratic party is behind the 
appearance of "a black flag . . . found fluttering from the top of the Court house 
steeple!" A newspaper reports that the incident is "a public insult offered to the 
Republicans of Schuyler County." During his speech, some "foolish boys" as 
well as "several females" heckle Lincoln to the point that he is "compelled to 
stop in the midst of his speech and request them to be still." In spite of the 
problems, however, the paper adds that "the day passed off very pleasantly and 
successfully." 

 
     I did not include extreme heckling in the play script because it apparently was not 
typical and would not be appropriate for the realistic drama, celebratory atmosphere, and 
humor that I have tried to capture. 
 
     According to the historical record of Abraham Lincoln's 1858 stump speeches, he 
responded to members of the audience, and the play depicts that activity. As 
Professor Ronald C. White, Jr., explains, Lincoln "built his reputation as a superb 
stump speaker because of his remarkable ability to enter into a give-and-take with 
the audience. Stephen A. Douglas, on the eve of his debates with Lincoln in the 
summer of 1858, acknowledged that Lincoln was 'the strong man of his party--full 
of wit, facts, dates, and the best stump-speaker with droll-ways and dry jokes in the 
west'" (The Eloquent President, p. 29). 
 
     Mr. Lincoln's stump speeches were less formal than his debates with Douglas, so 
the stump speeches must have involved more interaction with spectators than the 
debates did. The newspaper accounts of Mr. Lincoln's stump speeches of 1858 
sometimes describe those speeches as "conversational," suggesting audience 
reaction and speaker-audience interaction. For example, in his speech at Tremont 
on August 30th, Lincoln is described as "talking familiarly and often eloquently to 
his old Whig friends" (The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, vol. 3, p. 76). 
Accounts of other speeches mention that Whigs were often in the audience.  
 
     Accordingly, for historical and dramatic realism and humor, the play script 
features MR. LINCOLN interacting with a DEMOCRATIC SPECTATOR, a WHIG 
SPECTATOR, and a REPUBLICAN SPECTATOR. 
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     At Mr. Lincoln's speech at Edwardsville on September 11th, a spectator requested that 
Lincoln explain the difference between the Republican and Democratic positions on "the 
leading issues of this campaign" (The Collected Works, vol. 3, p. 91). Accordingly, I used 
that situation as the basis for the WHIG SPECTATOR's question in the play script because 
that is a credible question for a Whig to ask and because it usefully leads MR. LINCOLN to 
make some key points.  
 
     A WHIG SPECTATOR is a logical person to ask Lincoln to distinguish between 
Republicans and Democrats. Whigs were an important demographic in the audience. 
Many of the stump speeches that Lincoln and Douglas made before, during, and after the 
debates were held in central Illinois--the Whig Belt--because "old line" Whigs were 
numerous, and their votes were sought by both candidates for the Senate. The Whig party 
had formed to fight the policies of President Andrew Jackson, for example, Jackson's 
opposition to a national bank. Lincoln had been a loyal Whig for many years, but the 
controversy over the Kansas-Nebraska Bill and the problem of what to do about slavery 
had fragmented the Whigs, contributing to the formation of the Republican party at the 
state and national levels.  
 
     Between the end of the debates and election day, both Douglas and Lincoln especially 
targeted the Whigs: "in this last phase of their campaigns, both candidates would 
concentrate entirely on the [Whig] Belt's seventeen house districts--and the twenty-four 
representatives those districts would send to the state house--and the Belt's two state 
senate districts where the seats were up for grabs in 1858. Concentrated in those districts 
were the votes which would swing the election, and they were votes which would be cast 
by politically homeless Whigs. . ." (Guelzo, p. 236).  
 
     Donald E. Fehrenbacker emphasizes the importance of central Illinois to the 1858 
Senate race and in turn the significance of Illinois in the national political arena:  
 

The region that had previously been the heartland of Illinois Whiggery now 
became the battleground where each contest was decided. It was here, for 
instance, that Lincoln and Douglas concentrated most of their efforts in 1858, 
making only token expeditions into the north and south. . . (p. 16). The striking 
thing about the political pattern in Illinois was its resemblance to the situation 
on the national scene, where a belt of border free states held the balance of 
power in the electoral college and in Congress. . .[e.g., Pennsylvania, Ohio, and 
Indiana]. Here, then, was a zone of decision like the middle counties of Illinois, 
whose Republican leaders were certain to exercise an enormous influence upon 
their party's choice of candidates and principles (p. 17). 
 

     Fehrenbacher asserts that Abraham Lincoln's location in central Illinois "not only 
endowed him with geographical 'availability,' but made his ear keenly sensitive to the 
crosscurrents of public opinion and conditioned his fortunate assumption of a position 
somewhere near the emotional and doctrinal center of Republicanism" (p. 17).  
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Abraham Lincoln as He Appeared Just 15 Days Before He Spoke in His First Namesake 
Town 

Photo from Kunhardt, p. 86, taken October 1, 1858, in Pittsfield, Illinois 
 
     The cast includes as many people in period costume as possible. Some are in groups 
representing delegations from communities throughout Logan County. Newspaper 
accounts of Mr. Lincoln's first namesake town rally and speech in 1858 identify various 
towns that sent Republican delegations. The one from Atlanta was estimated at 300 to 
400, had its own band, and led the other delegations (Tribune). Other Republican 
delegations were from the Lake Fork and Salt Creek areas, Delavan Prairie, Middletown, 
Mt. Pulaski (Tribune). The Illinois Journal Register says groups also attended from 
Williamsville, Elk Hart (sic), and "nearly every [other] town in the county, bearing music 
and banners." The delegations in the re-enactment carry banners and signs with slogans 
indicated by the newspaper accounts. A group of Germans carried a banner proclaiming 
"Abe Lincoln, the choice of the Germans" (Illinois Journal Register). According to the 
Pantagraph, the other delegations' banners displayed the following slogans: "Lincoln and 
Clay--one in principle: firm friends and true Republicans," "Lincoln and Trumbull--the 
champions of Freedom," "Hon. Abram (sic) Lincoln--the Pride of Illinois," "Our Next 
Senator" 'accompanied by a capital likeness of Mr. Lincoln, which was painted by R.D. 
Neal.'" Two carriages held 32 young ladies, representing the 32 states in the Union in 
1858, and "their dresses were as white as snow flakes in January" (Pantagraph).  
 
     A brass band is a key component of the cast. In 19th century America, brass bands 
were a principal feature of political rallies. Popular antebellum tunes were "America," 
"Hail Columbia," "The Star-Spangled Banner" (even before it became The National 
Anthem in 1931), and "Yankee Doodle" (Laura Smith, "Patriotic Music"). During the 
Lincoln-Douglas debates, brass bands sometimes played "Hail Columbia" (The Collected 
Works). Before the Quincy Debate, a local choir sang "Columbia, Gem of the Ocean" 
(Guelzo, p. 242). 
 
     The only two individuals at Abraham Lincoln's October 16, 1858, rally and speech 
identified in the newspaper reports were Mr. Lincoln and his namesake-town law 
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associate and fellow Republican, Samuel C. Parks, who introduced Mr. Lincoln. The only 
physical characteristics I found for S.C. Parks are shown in an undated photo of him with 
a gray beard. That image shows him at least 25 years older than when he introduced Mr. 
Lincoln in 1858. 
 

 
 

Samuel C. Parks 
Photo in Dooley and Welch, The Namesake Town, p. 24. 

 
     The play cast features other individuals who might have attended, including Robert B. 
Latham, a founding father of the first Lincoln namesake town. He appears as a member 
of the GREETING COMMITTEE. In case Mr. Latham has laryngitis, his wife is there to 
speak for him. (This option is to accommodate today's political correctness if the 
producers of this play want to: this option is, however, an anachronism-- there is no basis 
in the historical records I examined for women playing roles in the debates or stump 
speeches, except possibly as audience responders.) Mrs. Latham's name was Sevillah (or 
Savilla), whom Mr. Latham married in 1856. His first wife, Georgianna, had died a few 
years earlier (History of Logan County 1886, p. 493). Mrs. Latham told historian 
Lawrence B. Stringer that her husband was the person whose idea it was to ask Abraham 
Lincoln's permission to name the town after him (Stringer, p. 568).  
 
     John Dean Gillett (b. 1819), another founding father of the first Lincoln namesake 
town, might have attended, so he appears as a member of the GREETING COMMITTEE. He 
is accompanied by his daughter, Emma Susan, who was born in 1845, so at the time of 
Mr. Lincoln's namesake town speech, she was 13 (The Nebraska and Midwest 
Genealogical Record). Emma Susan was the oldest of 7 surviving daughters born to John 
D. Gillett and Louisa Lemira Parke Gillett (b. 1821). One other daughter died in infancy. 
In 1873, Emma married Richard J. Oglesby, veteran of the Mexican War and Civil War 
and 3-term governor of Illinois. All of the Gillett sisters led privileged lives, becoming 
highly educated and accomplished. Several of them managed the large farms they 
inherited, long before women undertook such responsibility or were given the 
opportunity to do so (Mrs. John A. Logan, The Part Taken by Women in American 
History, pp. 894--897). 
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     Other possible attendees of the rally-speech were E. Bowman, president of the town 
board (1858--59) (Stringer, p. 574), and William Walker, the Republican candidate for 
the state legislature from that district and a supporter of Mr. Lincoln (Stringer, p. 281). In 
the play, Bowman and Walker are members of the GREETING COMMITTEE.  
 
     The wagon that MR. LINCOLN rides in from the train depot to the courthouse could 
have been driven by A BLACK MALE, so I include that credible detail. Mr. Richard 
Sumrall, Director of the Lincoln Public Library of Lincoln, Illinois, had located the 1860 
Census of Logan County, Illinois, indicating the presence of blacks at that place and time. 
Subsequently, I accessed this primary source; it documents 8 males between the ages of 
15 and 49 living in Logan County in 1860. Also, there were 7 females between the ages 
of 15 and 49 as well as 10 children aged 14 and under (2 males and 8 females). Thus, 
some of them could have been at the 1858 Abraham Lincoln political rally-speech in 
Lincoln, Illinois, the county seat of Logan County (see 1860 Logan County, Illinois, 
Census record of free blacks at the end of this document).  
 
     Mr. Sumrall's research is especially significant, for these census details complement 
the fact that the Underground Railroad ran near or through Lincoln, Illinois (see link to a 
map of the Underground Railroad in central Illinois in Sources Cited). Also, these 
findings are significant because some secondary sources indicate that the first blacks in 
Lincoln, Illinois, arrived after the Civil War, and those blacks were taken there by 
returning Union soldiers to work for them as servants (see "Slaves Recall Pre-Civil War" 
in Sources Cited).  
 
     As previously noted, the play features political partisans: a DEMOCRATIC SPECTATOR, 
a REPUBLICAN SPECTATOR, and a WHIG SPECTATOR. They provide authentic drama and 
humor. (These parts could be played by men and/or women.) Because of the importance 
of these figures, the actors who play these roles should have as much visibility as possible 
and microphones to ensure their lines can be heard by all. The newspaper accounts of the 
Lincoln-Douglas debates and Mr. Lincoln's stump speeches made before, during, and 
after the debates show that spectators often loudly expressed their approval or 
disapproval of a speaker's statements. Sometimes the main speakers faced questions, 
sarcasm, and heckling. "Once the speeches began, partisans interrupted continually with 
outbursts of applause and cheering, occasional heckling, and frequent shouts of 'Hit him 
again,' 'That's the Doctrine,' and 'Give it to Him.' At one encounter, a heckler shouted out 
his opinion that Lincoln was a fool, to which he quickly retorted, to gales of laughter: 'I 
guess there are two of us'" (Holzer, The Lincoln-Douglas Debates, p. 6). Interruptions 
from spectators were perhaps even more likely during stump speeches because they were 
less formal than the Lincoln-Douglas debates. 
 
    This play features a REPUBLICAN GROUP and a DEMOCRATIC GROUP as key elements to 
capture the historical reality of crowd behavior during the 19th-century American political 
rallies and speeches. Throughout the play, as indicated in the script, members of these 
groups provide such audience responses as applauding, cheering, booing, and hissing. 
These political group behaviors are essential to achieving realistic, effective drama and 
entertainment in any performance of this play. 
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